
Week 1 – An Inspector Calls

Create flashcards for 3+ key characters from the play.

Your cards should include:

• 3 adjectives to describe them

• 3 annotated, squished quotes

• 3 key moments

• 3 contextual links

• 3 images, diagrams or symbols

Week 2 – Language Paper 2 Section B

Create flashcards for the following rhetorical techniques 

with examples. You might need to look them up to be sure 

what they mean.

D – direct address

A – anecdote, anaphora

F – facts, figures

O – opinions

R – rhetorical questions, repetition

E – evidence, examples, emotive language, expert opinions, 

exaggeration

S – statistics, similes

T – triplets

Week 3 – Power and Conflict Poetry

Choose 1 poem from this list to revise: Kamikaze, Poppies, 

Bayonet Charge, Exposure. 

Fill a page for each poem with SMILER notes and quotes:

• S – Structural features

• M – Meaning and messages

• I – Imagery

• L – Language techniques

• E –Effect

• R – Reflect - add ideas on title, first line, last line.

Week 4 – Shakespeare

Create flashcards for 3+ key characters from the play.

Your cards should include:

• 3 adjectives to describe them

• 3 annotated, squished quotes

• 3 key moments

• 3 contextual links

• 3 images, diagrams or symbols

Week 5 – Language Reading Skills

• Read the extract of fiction ‘The Ghost Road’ by Pat 
Barker.

• Summarise each paragraph into 1 sentence

• Label 5 language techniques used within the text e.g. 

simile, repetition, simple sentences, imagery.

• Annotate your examples to explore the effect of that 

method

• Split the text into 3 sections to show the structural shifts 

from beginning to middle to end.

• Identify and explain an emotion for each of those key 

sections

Enrichment:

• Login to your Massolit account (Mrs Ward has resent the 

links). Search for videos on your texts to help you revise, 

reflect and remember.

• Use Youtube revision material (for example Mr Bruff) to 

remind yourself of your key Literature texts, the plots, 

the characters and themes.

• Use your folders and books of notes you have at 

home. Review, reread, reflect, revise, recreate...

Year 11 Independent Study – Still everything to play for!

All of these tasks prepare you for the learning and revision for the following week in class. We call it 'Flipped Learning'.

The tasks are designed to give you every opportunity to achieve your best in the last term of school.



This is an extract from a novel about the experiences of soldiers in the Manchester regiment 

(sometimes known simply as ‘the Manchesters’) during the first world war.

The artillery barrage was due to start in fifteen minutes’ time. Prior shared a bar of chocolate with 

Robson, sitting hunched up together against the cold damp mist. Then they started crawling 

forward. The Manchester regiment had to advance over the waterlogged fields. The rain had stopped, 

but the already marshy ground had flooded in places, and over each stretch of water lay a thick blanket of 

mist. Concentrate on nothing but the moment, Prior told himself, moving forward on knees and elbows 

like a frog or lizard or like - like anything except a man. Even with all this mist there was now a 

perceptible thinning of the light, a gleam from the canal where it ran between spindly, dead trees.

There is to be no retirement under any circumstances. That was the order. They have tied us to the 

stake, Prior thought. We cannot fly, but bear-like we must fight the course. The men were silent, staring 

straight ahead into the mist. Talk, even in whispers, was forbidden. Prior looked at his watch, licked his 

lips, watched the second hand crawl to the quarter hour. All around him was a tension of held 

breath. 5.43am. Two minutes. He crouched further down, whistle clenched between his teeth.

Prompt as ever, hell erupted. Shells whined over, flashes of light, plumes of water from the drainage 

ditches, tons of mud and earth flung into the air. A shell fell short. The ground shook beneath them and 

a shower of pebbles and clods of earth peppered their steel helmets. Five minutes of this, five minutes of 

the air bursting in waves against your face, men with dazed faces braced against it, as they picked up the 

light bridges meant for fording the flooded drainage ditches, and carried them out to the front. Then, 

abruptly, silence. A gasp for air, then noise again, but further back, as the barrage lifted.

Prior blew the whistle. They rushed forward, making for the line of trees. Prior kept shouting, ‘Steady, 
steady! Not too fast on the left!’ It was important there should be no bunching when they reached the 

bridges. The men were stumbling into quagmires or tripping over clumps of grass. A shell whizzing over 

from the German side exploded in a shower of mud and water. He saw several little figures topple over. It 

didn’t look serious, somehow, they didn’t look like beings who could be hurt.

Bullets fell like rain, and the men started to fall. Prior saw the man next to him, a silent, surprised face as 

he twirled and fell, a slash of scarlet like a huge flower bursting open on his chest.

Crawling forward, he fired at the bank opposite though he could hardly see it for the clouds of smoke that 

drifted across. Prior was about to start across the water with ammunition when he was hit, though it 

didn’t feel like a bullet, more like a blow from a truncheon or a cricket bat, only it knocked him off his feet 
and he fell, one arm trailing over the edge of the canal.

He tried to turn to crawl back beyond the drainage ditches, knowing that it was only a matter of time 

before he was hit again. Simple repetitive thoughts rang round and round his brain. What a mess. What 

a shambles. Madness. There was no pain, more spreading numbness that left his brain clear. He saw Kirk 

die. He saw Owen die. He gazed at his reflection in the water, which broke and reformed and broke again 

as bullets hit the surface and then, gradually, as the numbness spread, he ceased to see it.

The Ghost Road 
by Pat Barker (1995)


